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[ Synopsis ]

One is gently transported deeper into the intimest deep inside through this 
woman’s deliberate and lyrical flight

until hope and signs of potential are rekindled within us all.

One by one her senses finally awaken,
when all portends to the contrary.

Little by little she manages to unburden herself of the weight of her destiny
which had always kept her down and paralysed the veryheart of her being;

she then forsees hope and can finally soar,
taking flight, soothed and lighter than ever before

ready now to reveal to the world a whole new self… 
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Discover “Soi(e)” around the corner of a street…

Inspired by everyday life of,
this character will inevitably evoke in each one of us

something familiar.

Thus,
on the same wavelength,

we find ourselves,
rocked by the magical melodies

"Fratres" by Arvo Pärt
and “Scene from a Mirage” by Guy Klucevsek,

touching for one moment the very essence of things.
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[ Supporting cast ]

La Cellule
 beginning accompaniment

Olivier GERMSER
(Tango Sumo Cy)

comforting external eye - final touches before launch

Patrick CUÑA
light creator

Elodie SELLIER
costumes

Serge CALVIER
set builder

Dani COBARRUBIAS
DVD video

... and special thanks to those who support us both near and far : 
Louna and Camille - Théâtre de Poche “Le Labo”

Stéphane DUROND - Le Point d’Ariès Cy
Ronan MARTIN - Tango Sumo Cy
Pounette and Bilou - L’Accoudoir 

Pistil Circus Cy
Marie-Charlie PIGNON

E.C Arts Pomaret Fondation

...and many othersss…
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[ Artistic direction ]
Caroline MARC

   +33 (0)6 77 53 94 02
   marc.caroline@wanadoo.fr  

[ Diffusion ]
Nadine LAPUYADE

   +33 (0)2 97 85 55 39 / +33 (0)6 75 47 49 26
   x.tootaphone@wanadoo.fr
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